
 

INSIDER WEEKLY ROUNDUP (20 NOVEMBER 2016) 

So in less than 2 months a reality TV star takes the hot seat, and the US achieves an 
amazing feat. The best looking first lady in… well, forever. The former fact is what is 
domina@ng markets right now.  

But before we get into that I need to acknowledge a faux pax. In the last alert on the dollar 
index we said that the leveraged way to trade UUP would produce a 650% gain.  

It in fact was incorrect and amounts to a 447% gain. Hat @p to subscriber Murray for 
keeping my pencil sharp. Here’s the math for the trade:  

(32.44-25.95)*688/1,000 = 4.465 

Now let’s sit down and take a look at what is on our radar as the sun sets on the week that 
was the 20th November 2016. 

It was yet another wild week where the market con@nues to digest a “new world order” 
under the Presidency of Donald Trump.  



To us the big macro theme con@nues to be the unwind of the “safe-haven” trade.  

The ques@on is just how much more “unwinding” can take place? We believe this to be just 
the @p of the proverbial iceberg! 

We con@nue to see yields rising in global bond markets on an almost daily basis now with 
much of this erroneously adributed to the Trump presidency. 

I’ve since seen dozens of ar@cles and videos by market “experts” all adribu@ng the bond 
market ac@vity to the Trump presidency. This panders to a populace in search of a “reason” 
but it is complete bollocks. 

We know we were already well into a “bear market” in bonds before Trump won the 
presidency, with the peak occurring a few days post the Brexit drama back in June. Trump 
winning the Presidency simply provided Viagra to what is a macro trend of rising rates, 
already in mo@on. I don’t believe the elec@on of Clinton would have sent bond markets 
higher. A Hillary outcome would have been “more of the same” which the markets were 
already pricing, and as men@oned the markets had already turned. 

We haven’t been surprised by the extent of the sell-off in bond markets. We were expec@ng 
a sell off of this magnitude for some @me. Although we had absolutely no idea what the 
catalyst could or would be. Sure, I’d stated it would be something qualita@ve not 
quan@ta@ve but pinpoin@ng anything was both fu@le and unnecessary.  

Anyway, as interes@ng as this all is, it’s backward looking and doesn’t help us much in 
determining how much more downside in bond markets is on offer (upside in yields).  

This week gave us a preEy good idea of the extent to which more downside in bonds is on 
offer. We are witnessing a bond market collapse and we don’t hear boo out of retail 
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investors – this tells us more or less everything we need to know about sen@ment in the 
bond market!  

A bear market creeps up on investors when they least expect. This is because when the vast 
majority are already up to their eyeballs in a market/security. Pray tell who is lej to buy?  

Think about it: when you’re invested in a market, by defini@on, you cannot be posi@oned for 
that market to go down (expec@ng a sell-off or “bear market”). Because if you were 
expec@ng a bear market you would have already sold or gone short. 

On balance (bulls to bears), I find scant evidence of investors calling for a bear market in 
bonds. Given we’ve just seen a huge selloff in bonds in an almost linear fashion. 

This is as bizarre as simng at the top of a massive waterfall in a raj, casually sipping on a 
margarita, when the momentum and power of the river absolutely WILL be sending you 
down, whether you like it or not. 

Moreover, we don’t see any evidence of bond investors running for the exits. At least 
nowhere near the extent to which they could in a panic. Long-term tops in markets are 
characterized by a general unwillingness of investors to chuck in the towel.  

In contrast think about the recent pull back in equi@es, which was shallow at best. The call 
for a big sell-off in equi@es (even bear market) was deafening. Folks made a big deal out of 
the fact that the Dow was down some 8 days in a row and the Russell had broken “support”. 
There is s@ll very lidle commentary of the sort with regards to bond markets. 

This general reluctance of the crowd to throw in the towel being long bonds, suggests to 
us we are only at the Tp of the iceberg with respect to a sell-off in bonds.  
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There are other ways to judge whether or not the sell-off in bonds s@ll has legs. Take a look 
at the valua@on of interest rate sensi@ve stocks – stocks that will do well in a rising interest 
rate environment.  

Let’s take Bank of America as a proxy for banks and Pruden@al as a proxy for insurance 
stocks. Both stocks have price to book ra@os well below 1x (0.80 and 0.70, respec@vely). 
Pre-GFC these stocks had P/Book ra@os 2x current levels.  

Yes, although we have seen a drama@c move to the upside in banks and insurance stocks 
we think there is a lot more upside lej. In fact, a long-term macro trend change has just 
occurred this week.  

Banks, which have underperformed the general market for the last 12 years, are des@ned to 
outperform the general market for at least the next 5 years (trying to be conserva@ve). 
Although realis@cally, given the valua@on differen@al between the general stock market and 
banks and the length of @me that banks have underperformed, the outperformance of 
banks rela@ve to the general market may well be for the next 10 years! 

Below is the performance of US regional banks rela@ve to midcaps (S&P 400). Note the 
underperformance since 2005, the 6-year old trading range, and the recent breakout of this 
trading range – all this translates to significant outperformance over the next 10 years. 

Here’s an interes@ng ar@cle that hints at a very strong bid under equi@es and par@cularly 
those des@ned to do well under a rising interest rate environment: 
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-17/bond-squeeze-bleeding-to-death-28-billion-french-pension-fund


Check out the first paragraph: 

"France’s second-largest pension fund is at risk of “bleeding to death” if government bond 
yields remain low and it’s unable to increase investments in riskier assets, according to the 
company that manages the fund. 

"Our allocaFon to bonds is absolutely sub-opFmal,” Philippe Desfosses, chief execuFve 
officer of ERAFP, said in an interview at a conference on Monday. His firm oversees the 26 
billion-euro ($28 billion) RAFP fund for public servants. Desfosses wants France’s 
government to cut the minimum allocaFon to bonds in the trust’s investment mandate. 

The pension trust’s annual return, which was 4 percent last year, could fall to as liWle as 0.4 
percent within the next few years if the low-interest rate environment conFnues and the 
allocaFon restricFons remain unchanged, Desfosses said." 

This fund isn’t alone. Many pension funds are in the same camp, which gives more reason to 
believe the selling of bonds is likely to be more than anyone is willing to an@cipate. Of 
course, this is our source of asymmetry. 

Currency markets reached a cri@cal juncture this week. Take a look at the euro chart below. 
For almost 2 years it has been locked in a reasonably @ght trading range. I have seen this 
sort of trading padern many @mes, ajer such a long period of trading range behavior when 
the breakout comes it surprises most with its velocity and magnitude: 

It is controversial to suggest it but a close below 1.05 on the euro will likely see it trade at 
0.80 within two years. We care about conven@onal wisdom only in so far as it helps us 
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couple this with pricing vola@lity. We DO NOT care about popularity of view. There is lidle 
evidence to suggest asymmetry lurks at any “consensus view”. 

We think it is going there but that is s@ll a minority view. We will know that view is changing 
as the pricing of vola@lity changes. 

I don’t think traders really understand the implica@ons of a significant sell off in the euro. 
Significant weakness in the euro won’t be an isolated thing, as it will result in material 
weakness in most other currencies.  

Now here is a point to ponder: which two markets in the world are the least equipped 
(posi@oned) to deal with infla@on? I think the Eurozone and Japan. And what do you think 
will happen to inflaTon if the euro and Japanese yen drop by some 20% against the USD 
within the next couple of years? And with government bonds s@ll trading at near zero 
percent yields what do you think will happen to them if they get a whiff of infla@on? 
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We believe this isn’t factored into markets and is perhaps our greatest source of 
asymmetry! 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric Opportuni@es Fund 
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